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Abstract. Pattern matching is one of critical parts of Network Intrusion
Prevention Systems (NIPS). Pattern matching hardware for NIPS should
find a matching pattern at wire speed. However, that alone is not good
enough. First, pattern matching hardware should be able to generate
sufficient pattern match information including the pattern index number
and the location of the match found at wire speed. Second, it should
support pattern grouping to reduce unnecessary pattern matches. Third,
it should show constant worst-case performance even if the number of
patterns is increased. Finally it should be able to update patterns in
a few minutes or seconds without stopping its operations. We modify
Shift-OR hardware accelerator and propose a system architectures to
meet the above requirement. Using Xilinx FPGA simulation, we show
the new system scaled well to achieve a high speed over 10Gbps and
satisfies all of the above requirements.

1 Introduction

The explosive growth of the Internet and the emergence of new applications, such
as P2P file sharing, video-on-demand, and e-commerce, dramatically increases
network traffic. Network speed and bandwidth is also rapidly increasing to satisfy
demand for high-speed Internet access and high bandwidth. These trends have
made malicious network attacks, such as Denial of Service (DoS), e-mail virus,
and Internet worm, faster and more destructive and damaging. For example,
Code Red worm [1] and SQL Slammer worm [2] spread over the world within a
few hours and minutes, respectively to cause billions of dollars in damage.

Network Intrusion Prevention Systems (NIPS) have recently emerged as one
of the most promising technologies against such network attacks. The NIPS com-
bines both firewall and NIDS [3]. It inspects both packet headers and payloads
as a NIDS does and blocks suspicious packets from entering the network as a
firewall does. The NIPS lives in-band on the network and processes packets in
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real-time at wire speed. The performance of NIPS is critical because a poorly
performing NIPS would be detrimental to the whole network. At the heart of
most NIPS is pattern matching to find attack string patterns in the payload.
Pattern matching is computationally intensive. The pattern matching routines
in Snort [4], a widely used open-source NIDS/NIPS, account for up to 70% of
total execution time and 80% of instructions executed on real traces [5]. There-
fore, a pattern matching method for NIPS should be highly efficient to keep up
with ever increasing speed demand.

Pattern matching for NIPS has several domain-specific characteristics [6, 7, 8].
First, the number of patterns is very large and is keep rising. In Snort, a rule
describes the pattern of attack signature and an action to take if a packet matches
the signature. The number of the patterns is increasing and more than 2100 in
the current Snort. Second, the size of patterns varies widely ranging from 1 to
122, although most pattern sizes are below 32. Third, a large number of string
patterns are non-case sensitive. More than half of the string patterns used in
Snort are non-case sensitive.

A great deal of research has concentrated on developing pattern matching
hardware that satisfies all or some of the domain-specific characteristics. How-
ever, there are other important features that pattern matching hardware must
support to be useful and effective for NIPS.

1. Pattern match information at wire speed – at least the pattern index number
and the location information should be provided:
When a pattern match occurs, rule-checking software further examines the
packet to check if other rule options are satisfied. Snort uses pattern index
information to find the related rule and the location information to decide
whether the packet satisfies other content options, such as depth and off-
set, which specify how far into a packet should be searched and where to
start searching in the packet, respectively. Such information for all matched
patterns should be generated at wire speed. Otherwise, pattern matching
hardware eventually stalls to process the information.

2. Pattern grouping support – only patterns related to the rule group a packet
belongs to are checked against:
In Snort, rules are divided into rule groups by the protocol type and source
and destination port numbers specified in the rules. An incoming packet is
classified by its protocol type and source and destination ports, and its pay-
load is checked against only those patterns in the corresponding rule group.
Without pattern grouping in hardware, there could be many matches against
patterns that belong to other unrelated rule groups and this could results in
unnecessary software executions.

3. Worst-case performance:
This requirement is also discussed in [6, 9]. The worst-case performance of
a NIPS has to match network speed. Otherwise, an attacker can devise a
packet with content that results in the worst-case performance of NIPS and
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continuously send the packets to render the NIPS unusable, which will even-
tually block all other legitimate traffic. In addition the worst-case perfor-
mance should remain constant and predictable even when more patterns are
added. If not, it would be hard to predict when the NIPS would fail to meet
the speed requirement.

4. Fast non-interrupting pattern update:
This requirement is important to protect networks from a fast spreading
Internet worm like SQL Slammer worm. Content-filtering, used in NIPS,
should start to filter the new worm within a few minutes after the worm
outbreaks in order to successfully quarantine the worm propagation [10].
This implies that pattern matching hardware should be able to update pat-
terns in less than a few minutes or seconds for Internet worm quarantine.
Considering the amount of damages caused by latest worm outbreaks, this
feature becomes very important. Only the pattern matching architecture in
[9] explicitly addressed this issue.

Most pattern matching hardware based on FPGA [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]
likely fails to satisfy the worst-case performance requirement. When the num-
ber of patterns is increased, the operating frequency of FPGA pattern matching
hardware tends to increase due to the increase in the amount of combinational
circuits for state transitions. This makes NIPS performance unpredictable and
eventually leads to the failure of NIPS performance at some point, not match-
ing network speed. These approaches also most likely fail to meet the fourth
requirement, fast non-interrupting pattern update, because they need to re-
synthesize and reprogram FPGA for new patterns, which usually take a long
time for a large number of patterns. Bit-split FSM approach [9] based on Aho-
Corasick algorithm [18] uses SRAM for state transition tables. The approach
shows excellent performance and hardware area utilization as well as satisfies
two requirements, the worst-case performance and fast non-interrupting pattern
update.

In this paper, we propose a pattern matching system architecture for the
wire-speed pattern match information and pattern grouping requirements. To
the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first work that successfully addresses
these two requirements. Two papers [16, 17] addressed issues related to the pat-
tern match information requirement and proposed two similar architectures that
generate signature indexes using pruned priority binary tree and highly pipelined
binary-OR tree. However, these architectures cannot handle multiple matches
that simultaneously occur and also do not provide any information on the loca-
tion of a match in a payload. Our study on string patterns used in Snort shows
that there are many suffix matches of patterns. The maximum number of pat-
terns in the same suffix match group is 5. This implies that there could be up
to 5 multiple matches for a given input character.

In this paper we also introduce some improvements to Shift-OR pattern
matching accelerator [8] for fast non-interrupting pattern update. The Shift-
OR pattern matching accelerator uses SRAM as Bit-split FSM does and does
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not need to change hardware when a pattern is added. This allows the acceler-
ator to have constant worst-case performance. The proposed pattern matching
system architecture with the updated Shift-OR pattern matching accelerator
successfully satisfies all of the above four requirements.

We evaluate our proposed architecture using Xilinx FPGA tools. We de-
sign the proposed pattern matching system and obtain timing and area results
through FPGA simulation. This paper begins by briefly describing Shift-OR al-
gorithm [19] in Section 2. Section 3 presents the pattern matching system that
consists of the updated Shift-OR pattern matching accelerator, pattern group-
ing hardware, and pattern match information system. We evaluate the proposed
architecture by Xilinx FPGA tools in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Shift-OR Pattern Matching Algorithm

In this section, we briefly describe Shift-OR pattern matching algorithm for a
single pattern, which is the basis of the pattern matching architecture we present
in this paper. The algorithm uses bitwise techniques. It keeps a bit array of size
m (pattern length), a state vector R that shows if prefixes of the pattern match
at the current place. For example, there are a pattern P = p0 . . . pm−1 and input
string X = . . . xi+j . . .. After processing xi+j , R[j] = 0 if xi . . . xi+j matches
p0 . . . pj , otherwise R[j] = 1. There is another bit array of size m, a character
position vector Sc, denoting the position of character c in pattern P . For example,
Sc[i] = 0 if pi = c, otherwise Sc[i] = 1. If we know that the bit value of R[j]
after processing xi+j , we can easily compute R[j + 1] by knowing whether the
next character xi+j+1 appear at pattern position pj+1. R[j + 1] can be defined
as follows:

R[j + 1] =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 if R[j] = 0 and Sc[j + 1] = 0 where c = xi+j+1

1 otherwise.
(1)

R[0] = Sc[0] where c = xi+j+1 (2)

R[m − 1] = 0 means the pattern xi . . . xi+m−1 matches p0 . . . pm−1, that is,
the matching pattern is found. The computation of new R for the next input
character c reduces to Shift and OR operations (SHIFT (R) OR Sc).

This algorithm easily handles any finite class of symbols, complement symbols
and even don’t care symbols. If position i of a pattern allows a class of symbols
{x, y, z}, then letting Sx[i] = Sy[i] = Sz[i] = 0 handles the case. Complement
symbols and don’t care symbols can be handled in the same way. Therefore,
noncase-sensitive matches can be easily processed without any additional over-
head. The algorithm can be extended for multiple patterns. It first concatenates
all state vector R for each pattern into one large state vector. It also concate-
nates all character position vector Scs for each pattern into one large character
position vector for a given character c. The only difference from single pattern
match is that when the new bit value of the large R corresponding to the first
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position of a pattern, i, is computed, the value is only affected by the large Sc[i],
not by shifted value from i−1th position. In the remaining of the paper, ‘vector’
denotes a concatenated vector.

3 Pattern Matching System

The pattern matching system presented in this paper has multiple pattern
matching units (PMU). PMU is the updated Shift-OR pattern matching ac-
celerator that can do fast non-interrupting pattern update and have constant
worst-case performance. The pattern matching system provides pattern group-
ing and can generate pattern matching information at wire speed.

3.1 Pattern Match Unit

The pattern match unit performs Shift-OR pattern match algorithm for multi-
patterns. Figure 1 shows the components of the pattern matching unit (PMU).
PMU has a multiport SRAM that stores 256 character position vectors, one per
an 8-bit character. Multiple characters are read from the payload and used to
address the multiport SRAM. The size of the SRAM is 256 x W bits, where W
is the width of the SRAM. It is also the size of the character position vector
that the PMU uses. The character position vector is a concatenated character
position vector for a character for all the patterns assigned to the PMU. These
vectors are precomputed from string patterns and loaded into the SRAM. The
number of SRAM ports, N , determines the number of input characters processed
together. PMU has four registers for bit vectors: pattern boundary vector (B),

Fig. 1. Pattern Matching Unit
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Fig. 2. Shift-OR Computation

state vector (R), match position (M), and match result vector (F ). The size of
all vector registers is the same, W bit wide.

Once N character position vectors S0, . . . , SN−1 are read from the multiport
SRAM, Shift-OR computation is performed using state vector R generated from
the previous cycle and pattern boundary vector B to compute a new state vector
R as shown in Figure 2. The pattern boundary vector B denotes boundaries of
each pattern by bit value ‘0’ and is used to prevent the Shift-OR computation
result from propagating cross pattern boundaries. Initially R is ANDed with B,
then shifted and ORed with S0 to generate intermediate state vector T0. Next, T0
is ANDed with B, then shifted and ORed with S1 to generate next intermediate
state vector T1. The same computation is performed at each stage until TN−1 is
generated. The final result TN−1 will be stored into R register again for the next
cycle computation. The computation is represented in the following equations.

Tk(0) = Sk(0) + 0 = Sk(0) for all k (3)
T0(i) = S0(i) + (R(i − 1) ∗ B(i − 1)) for i > 0 (4)
Tk(i) = Sk(i) + (Tk−1(i − 1) ∗ B(i − 1)) for k > 0, i > 0 (5)

As shown in Figure 2, the shift operations are performed by simply connect-
ing the ith position results to one input port of the OR gate of the i+1th position
at the next stage. Each stage computation is equivalent to one Shift-OR oper-
ation in Shift-OR algorithm. N Shift-OR operations are performed in a single
cycle. Combinatorial logic circuit is used for all the computation, and interme-
diate state vectors, T0, . . . , TN−1, are generated on the fly and do not need to
be stored. The character position vectors, S0, . . . , SN−1 also do not need to be
stored. They are the output of the multiport SRAM and directly used for the
computations.
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Fig. 3. Match Result Vector Generation

While N input characters are simultaneously processed, several matches can
be found. Figure 3 shows the architecture that detects all the matches from all the
intermediate state vectors. All the bits at the same position in the intermediate
state vectors are ANDed and then ORed with the bit at the same position in
match position vector M . Match position vector has 0 bit at a pattern’s end
position. The result is match result vector and stored in F register. If the match
result vector has zero bits (match bits), it means there are matches. The output
of F vector register becomes the output of PMU.

PMU can perform fast non-interrupting pattern update. A pattern can be
easily ignored by resetting M vector bit at the pattern’s end position to 1. The
effect is the same as deleting the pattern. Adding a pattern requires reinitializing
pattern boundary vector B and match position vector M registers and reloading
the multiport SRAM. Updating and initializing B and M registers can be done by
writing the vector values into SRAM, reading the vector data from the SRAM,
and finally loading them into the corresponding registers. For this, we can use
a separate SRAM or the same multiport SRAM by increasing its depth by 2
for the vectors. The time for reloading the multiport SRAM for new character
position vectors takes the same number of cycles as the length of the new pattern.
We need to write only the character position vectors for characters in the new
pattern. Writing multiport SRAM can also be performed without blocking any
read operations. Therefore, pattern updates can be done without stopping the
system.

3.2 Pattern Group Unit

In hardware pattern matching where all patterns are searched together, the time
taken for the pattern match process itself is not affected by grouping patterns.
However, pattern grouping can reduce many unnecessary matches against pat-
terns that belong to other unrelated rule groups. Rule groups are classified by the
protocol type and source and destination ports specified in the rules. Patterns in
the same rule group form a pattern group. The patterns are assigned to PMUs
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Fig. 4. Pattern Matching System

such that a PMU processes only patterns in the same pattern group. A pattern
group index is obtained by inspecting an incoming packet’s protocol type and
source and destination ports and used to access Pattern Group Unit (PGU) as
shown in Figure 4. The PGU enables only those PMUs that handle the cor-
responding pattern group. A PMU activation vector is read from the SRAM
accessed by pattern group index, and each bit of the vector is used to enable or
disable a PMU. When a PMU is disabled, the match result vector of the PMU
generates all 1’s, effectively having no effect on the match result.

3.3 Pattern Match Information Unit

Pattern matching hardware usually raises a signal line when a pattern matches.
For Snort, pattern matching hardware may need almost 2000 signal lines and
more. The software cannot read all of the signal lines at once. Therefore the sig-
nal line index (or pattern index) should be provided to rule checking software for
further examination. Pattern Match Information Unit (PMIU) reads the match
result vectors of all PMUs and generates pattern indexes and the location infor-
mation of the matching patterns in the payload for all match bits. PMIU speed
should match the processing speed of core pattern match hardware. Otherwise,
the pattern match hardware would stall at some point to wait for all the match
results to be processed.

Example architecture of PMIU is shown in Figure 5. It is a pipelined priority
tree with special functionalities. The figure shows how PMIU receives a match
result vector from F register and generates a position index of the match bit at
the 35th bit position. The position index can be used as a pattern index. First,
an Input Vector Encoder (IVE) receives each 4 bits in the match result vector
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Fig. 5. Example of Pattern Match Information Unit

and encodes the relative position indexes of all match bits in those 4 bits. The
encoded values are put into the first-level FIFO. The first-level FIFO with ID
’00’ has the relative position index of the match bit at the 35th bit position, and
the index value is ‘11’. The next level Priority Path Selector (PPS) selects the
first-level FIFO ‘00’ out of the four first-level FIFOs. The four FIFOs have the
relative position indexes of match bits in each 4 bits at the bit position 32nd

to 35th, 36th to 39th, 40th to 43rd and 44th to 47th, respectively. The PPS uses
the relative position index (‘11’) from the first FIFO and the FIFO ID (‘00’)
to generate position index ‘0011’. The position index is stored in the second
level FIFO ‘01’. Note that the value ‘0011’ is the relative position index of the
match bit at 35th bit position in 16 bits, from 32nd to 47th position. The final
PPS selects the position index (‘0011’) from the second-level FIFOs and uses
the FIFO ID number ‘01’ to generate the final position index ‘100011’. In the
next, we describe three main components of the PMIU.

FIFO. The FIFO stores the position index of matching bits. A FIFO entry
consists of three control bits, tag (T ), dummy (D), empty (E), and index bits
(I). In Figure 5, only the index bits are shown for simplicity. The index
bits store the relative position index of a match bit. At the first level, the
size of the index bits is log2 N where N is the number of bits processed by an IVE.
As the level goes up, the size of the index bits is increased by log2 of the number
of the lower level FIFOs connected to a PPS.
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An empty control bit (E) shows whether the corresponding FIFO entry is
empty or not. A tag bit (T ) is used to represent the sequence of match results.
A tag bit is associated with a match result vector register, and the value is tog-
gled between 0 and 1 every time a new result vector is loaded into the register.
All PMUs generate new result vectors at the same time. The tag bit value is
moved along with the index bits for the match result vector. We can compute
the location information of the pattern by counting the number of the tag bit
changes when the final pattern index is generated. Using the tag bit,PPS se-
lects input index bits such that the index bits for earlier match results vector
are moved to the upper levels before the index bits for any subsequent match
result vectors. The dummy bit tells whether the index bits have a real posi-
tion index. An IVE fills one FIFO entry with dummy index bits when there
is no match bit. This prevents index bits for different match result vectors,
but with the same tag value from appearing as inputs of a PPS at the same
time. Dummy index bits are eliminated by PPS so that there is one dummy
index left at the final stage of PMIU for each match result vector with no
matches.

The FIFOs at each level create a pipeline stage. The first-level FIFO connected
to IVE is different from FIFOs at the other levels. The size of an IVE input bits
determines the depth of the first-level FIFO. All the relative position indexes of
match bits are generated and loaded into the FIFO in one cycle. The depth of
FIFOs at the other level should be at least two. Two entries are required not
to make a bubble in the pipeline stage. With two-entry FIFO, a new relative
position index can be generated and stored into the FIFO by the lower-level PPS
connected as soon as there is at least one empty entry. This prevents a bubble
from being introduced in the pipeline.

Priority Path Selector. A Priority Path Selector (PPS) selects the highest
priority index bits from all the connected input FIFOs and generates a new
relative position index from the input index bits and the ID number of the
FIFO selected. The selected FIFO entry is erased, and the new relative position
index is stored in the output FIFO connected to the PPS. The priority selection
should consider tag and dummy bit values as well as the priority of input FIFOs.
The operation of a PPS is executed in one cycle.

The priority mode of a PPS changes between 1 and 0-mode. In a given priority
mode, input FIFO entries with the same tag value as the mode are considered
for selection and subsequent operations. The mode changes only when the first
entries of all input FIFOs have the same tag value, and then the priority mode
is changed to the tag value. This is to compute all the relative position indexes
in the same order of the match result vector generation. When a PPS finds at
least one non-dummy entry, then it selects one entry among them and erases all
dummy entries by sending a select signal to all related input FIFOs. If all entries
are dummy entry, only one dummy entry is move to the upper level, and all the
other dummy entries are erased as well. By doing this, at most only one dummy
entry is left when it reaches the top-level PPS. The dummy entry is for a match
result vector with no matches.
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Input Vector Encoder. An Input Vector Encoder (IVE) receives a part of a
match result vector and generates all the relative position indexes of match bits
in the partial match result vector. If there is no match bit, the IVE generates
only one dummy index. The IVE stores all the relative position indexes into the
first-level FIFO in one cycle and set its mode to the same as the tag value of
the match result vector. As far as the mode of an IVE is the same as that
of the match result vector, no further operation is performed. When the tag of
the match result vector changes, that is, a new match result vector is generated
for the new input payload byte and loaded into the vector, the IVE generates
the relative position indexes again.

4 Evaluation

We design PMU using the latest Xilinx FPGA Virtex-4 [20]. Virtex-4 has the
largest number of embedded RAMs, called block RAMs, which are used to con-
struct multiport SRAM in our design. Unfortunately it has only dual port mem-
ory configuration. Therefore, we have to duplicate memory banks to simulate
the multiport SRAM when the number of ports becomes larger than 2. In this
experiment, we choose 256 bits for the size of the character position vector.
Therefore a PMU can handle the total pattern length of 256 bytes. The average
size of patterns in Snort is about 12 bytes and hence a PMU can process more
than 20 patterns in average.

Figure 6 shows the processing speed of a PMU as the number of Shift-OR
stage is increased. The number of Shift-OR stages is shown in logarithmic scale.
We can process the same number of input characters together as the number
of Shift-OR stages. There are two different versions of the designs. The one
labeled as ‘pipeline’ has a pipeline stage between the memory bank and Shift-OR
computation circuits, and the other one labeled as ‘non-pipeline’ does not have
a pipeline stage. The graph shows that the processing speeds of both versions of
a PMU can reach up to 14 and 14.5Gbps, respectively, with 64 Shift-OR stages.

The pipelined design shows up to 58% improvement over the non-pipelined
design. The performance difference is more noticeable when the number of Shift-
OR stage is small. This is because the effective memory access time is reduced
by overlapping memory accesses and a few stages of Shift-OR computations.
This shows that memory access time is critical when the number of Shift-OR
stages is small. As the number of Shift-OR stages is increased, the total Shift-OR
computation time for all stages becomes the dominant performance factor.

Figure 7 shows the resource count for different hardware resources, such as
RAM banks, LUT, flip-flops for the non-pipelined design and flip-flop for the
pipelined design. They are labeled as RAM, LUT, FF(NP), FF(P), respectively
in the figure. The resource count counts the number of resources needed per
one pattern character. The increase in the number of RAM banks is due to the
simulation of multiport memory. As the number of Shift-OR stages is increased,
we need more memory read ports. Duplicated memory banks are used instead
of memory ports, and this leads to the large number of memory banks for a
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Fig. 6. PMU Processing Speed vs. The Number of Shift-OR Stages

Fig. 7. Resource Count per Pattern Character vs. The Number of Shift-OR Stages

large number of Shift-OR stages. The number of LUT and flip-flops for the
pipelined design is increased as well. This is because Shift-OR stages use LUTs
for the logic, and the number of flip-flops for memory pipeline is increased due
to memory port increase for more Shift-OR stages. Note that the number of
flip-flops for the non-pipeline design is almost constant. This implies that non-
pipeline is a good choice when memory is fast enough and many Shift-OR stages
are needed.

Overall, there are trade-offs between the processing speed and the amount
of hardware resources available for Shift-OR pattern matching architecture. As
we add more Shift-OR stages, we need more read ports or memory banks and
LUTs even for the resource-efficient non-pipeline design. However, note that
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Fig. 8. PMIU Pipeline Speed vs. PMIU sizes

Fig. 9. Resource counter per one PMIU bit vs. PMIU sizes

when more hardware resource is available, it is relatively easy to improve the
processing speed of a PMU by adding more Shift-OR stages. This is an important
advantage of Shift-OR pattern matching architecture over other previous pattern
matching hardware.

We implement PMIUs with 256 inputs through with 8K inputs. Figure 8
shows the pipeline speed of PMIU as its input size increases. The pipeline speed
remains almost constant for all PMIU sizes we test and successfully matches the
speed of all the non-pipelined PMUs and the speed of pipelined PMU except
those with 1 or 2 Shift-OR stages. Figure 9 shows the resource count for dif-
ferent hardware resources, slices, LUTs, flip-flops for different sizes of PMIUs.
The resource count counts the number of resources per one input bit of a PMIU.
The hardware resource used to construct a PMIU increases linearly as the size
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increases. These data show that the PMIU architecture uses a reasonable amount
of hardware resources and can produce a pattern index and the location infor-
mation at least every clock cycle of 420 MHz.

Finally we put all system components together on one single Xilinx Virtex-4
chip and measure the resource utilization. The designed architecture has one
PGU of size 512 x 32 bit wide, 32 PMUs with 4 Shift-OR stages, one 8K-bit
PMIU. The architecture can support total pattern length of 8K bytes. The slice
is the most constraint resource in the design, reaching 94% utilization. A
slice consists of two LUTs and flip-flops. There are many flip-flops and LUTs
left unused (54% and 88% utilization, respectively). This implies that a custom
design may improve the balance of the resource utilization. However, we do not
further investigate the issue in this paper.

5 Conclusion

In Network Intrusion Prevention Systems (NIPS), pattern matching is exten-
sively used to find attack signatures in a payload and is the most computationally
intensive part of the execution. In this paper, we proposed a pattern matching
system architecture that satisfies four important requirements for NIPS: pattern
match information generation at wire speed, pattern grouping support, constant
worst-case performance, and fast non-interrupting pattern update. These re-
quirements are as important as finding matching attack patterns at wire speed
for NIPS.

We evaluated the proposed architecture using Xilinx FPGA tools and showed
that the system scaled well to achieve a high speed over 10Gbps. The pipeline
speed of PMIU matched most of PMU operation speeds and could generate a
pattern index and match location information at every clock cycle of 420 MHz.
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